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Let’s start from the first level, take the shown lighting parts be ready
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Remove the shown tiles and take the lighting round brick at 
the end to replace the lamp 

Detach and separate the shown parts as shown
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Restore the front door and be careful the wires have to be 
placed in between the studs

Get the shown part, remove all the yellow rounds and replace 
them by the lighting parts, assemble it as shown
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Restore the wall and assemble the lighting round plates on the 
lights after that

Now place the front door back to the building, and place the 
remain round plates on the side to assemble on the lamps
*Remove the shown parts first to place the wires inside the wall 
can hide the wires in purpose to make the model looks better
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Assemble white lighting lamp and the yellow lamp, then place the 
wire in between the studs and put the removed tiles back on it
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Then lift off the bricks above the door a little bit to pass through 
the remain yellow lighting plate to replace the round plate

Replace the white lamp and the yellow round plates on the spot 
lights by the lighting parts
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Then stick the led bar on the sign and restore the cover right after

At last, move the led bar to the sign area, lift off the sign to place 
the wire underneath 
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Assemble the lights at the bottom and make sure to place the lights exactly 
the same way as shown

Now it’s turn for the second floor, take the shown lighting parts be ready
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Place the other connector to the above level, then combine the
floors and leave the plug at the stairway

Now combine the 1st and 2nd floor, connect the plugs as shown
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Assemble the lighting plates to the bottom of 3rd floor

Now take the remain three lighting parts for the corresponding part of the house
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The remain light will be assembled on the top, move it to the shown position 
and cover the wire by the tiles

Assemble for the other side of 3rd floor
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Now it’s turn for the roof, assemble the longer lighting plates first

Then put the greenhouse back on it
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Remove the shown parts and move the remain lighting 1x2 plates to the front 
and assemble them as shown
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To combine the roof and 3rd floor, start by moving the plug of the 3rd floor to 
the above level 

There would be 2 connectors be pulled out of the building
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Combine with the 2nd floor by connecting the plug mentioned on page 10

Then connect the cables with the roof
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At last, replace the lamppost by the lighting lamppost, connect two 
connectors to the USB cable then you can light it up

Connect with the 3rd floor with greenhouse attached


